CHAD & NATASHA
HUDSON
Musicians Chad and Natasha Hudson are a singing duo who have been
performing at the Empty Bowls Project for the last four years. And we know
we are in for a special treat when they appear on stage.

Both Chad and Natasha grew up in musical families and they observed how
music can spread joy and unify people at the same time. This is what
continues to inspire them as they create and perform. They have many
“favorite” songs, but one that comes to mind is Paul McCartney’s Maybe
I’m Amazed. It is creative and lovely – just one of those songs that makes
both the performer and the listener feel good.
Natasha and Chad have a number of favorite musical artists as well. While
Natasha loves HEART because of their big notes and very cool music, one
of Chad’s favorite artists is the great Johnny Cash, not only because of his
song writing but also because of his unique vocal delivery.
COVID-19 has certainly changed many venues and performances for our
musicians. As a result, many have been playing virtually for their fans and
Natasha and Chad are no exception. They have been giving virtual
performances nearly every Thursday night at 8pm. Now the couple is
excited to announce that Hudson’s on Mercer Street has recently
reopened and the live music is back. The backyard has been rejuvenated
with the addition of a stage, and they are looking forward to once again
providing live performances.
Meanwhile, the Empty Bowls Project gives Chad and Natasha heartfelt
thanks for participating in our annual fundraiser. While we miss seeing
them this fall, we look forward to November 2021, when we will all be
together to celebrate good music, good food, friendship, and a great cause.
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